INDEPENDENT MONITORING BOARD
GLOBAL POLIO ERADICATION INITIATIVE

FOURTEENTH MEETING
20-22 July 2016

Royal College of General Practitioners
30 Euston Square
London
NW1 2FB

AGENDA
[FINAL - 15 July 2016]
Day One – Wednesday 20 July 2016  
Room G.4.5 – Ground Floor

ALL SESSIONS ON DAY ONE ARE CLOSED  
(IMB AND NAMED PARTICIPANTS ONLY)

08:30-09:15  IMB Private Discussion

09:15-10:30  IMB and GPEI Core Partners HQ discussions

10:30-11:00  Coffee Break

11:00-12:00  IMB and GPEI Core Partners HQ discussions

12:00-13:00  IMB and Guinea representatives, GPEI Core Partners and AFRO Regional representatives

13:00-14:00  Lunch (provided)

14:00-14:15  IMB and Regional Representatives discussions  
EMRO Regional Overview  
Presentation (15 minutes)

14:15-14:30  AFRO Regional Overview  
Presentation (15 minutes)

14:30-15:00  Joint EMRO and AFRO Discussion  
(30 minutes)

15:00-15:30  Coffee break

15:30-17:00  IMB and Extended Partners

17:00-17:30  IMB and Technical Advisory Group, Expert Review Committee Chairs
Day Two – Thursday 21 July 2016
State Rooms – Fifth Floor

08:30-09:00  (IMB Private Discussion)

08:15-09:00  Refreshments available in Foyer outside State Rooms

**ALL SESSIONS ON DAY TWO ARE OPEN**

09:00-09:15  Introductions & overview
             – Sir Liam Donaldson, IMB Chair

09:15-09:45  **Nigeria**
              Key issues for Nigeria
              ▪ Nigeria government perspective
              ▪ Expert Review Committee perspective
              ▪ GPEI perspectives

09:45-10:15  Roundtable discussion with Nigeria representatives

10:15-10:45  **Coffee Break**

10:45-11:15  **Afghanistan**
              Key issues for Afghanistan
              ▪ Afghanistan government perspective
              ▪ Technical Advisory Group perspective
              ▪ GPEI perspectives

11:15-12:15  Roundtable discussion with Afghanistan representatives

12:15-13:15  **Lunch (provided)**

13:15-14:00  **Pakistan**
              Key issues for Pakistan
              ▪ Pakistan federal government perspective
              ▪ Pakistan Provincial and Armed Forces representatives perspective
              ▪ Technical Advisory Group perspective
              ▪ GPEI perspectives

14:00-15:00  Roundtable discussion with Pakistan representatives

15:00-15:30  **Coffee Break**

15:30-17:00  Learning and reflection: – The strategic implications of cVDPVs
             (Presentation followed by open discussion)
Day Three – Friday 22 July 2016
Room G.3 – Ground Floor

IMB Only

09:00-12:30 IMB Private Discussion

(Closed session)